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The 2.0 Ga pseudo-isochron age inferred from the mid-ocean ridge basalt 207Pb/204Pb against 206Pb/204Pb diagram is re-
examined on the basis of a statistical box model of mantle processes. Simple equations are presented which relate the pseudo-
isochron age to the decay constants and distribution of heterogeneity ages in the model mantle. In turn this age distribution is
simply related to the history of melting. The equations are in good agreement with results from mantle convection simulations. The
equations are different from but related to, and more general than, those found previously for mean box models. While the pseudo-
isochron age does not signify a mean age in the usual sense, in the model presented it is related to a “generalised mean” over the
distribution of heterogeneity ages. If a constant melt rate over the Earth's history is assumed, a mean remelting time of 0.5 Ga is
required.
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When 207Pb /204Pb is plotted against 206Pb /204Pb for
data frommid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) or ocean island
basalt (OIB) an approximate linear relationship is found
(Fig. 1). The slope of a regression line through these data
points can be used to infer an age by treating the re-
gression line as if it were an isochron [1,2]. Formally an
isochron age dates a single fractionation event, which is
not the case for MORB and OIB; the isotopic systematics
of these basalts result from multiple fractionations due to
repeated melting and recycling over the course of the
Earth's history. As such the ages calculated by the iso-⁎ Fax: +44 1223 360779.
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doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2006.06.046chron method are often referred to as pseudo-isochron
ages, and the aim of this work is to relate the pseudo-
isochron ages to real physical parameters.
The isotopic systems we will study consist of a parent
isotope p which decays to a daughter isotope d with
decay constant λ. There is a reference isotope d′ with
respect to which these isotopes are measured. The
reference isotope is of the same element as the daughter
d, but neither decays nor is a decay product. There are
two particular isochrons we will focus on, and we will
refer to these as the parent–daughter isochron and the
daughter–daughter isochron.
The parent–daughter isochron involves plotting d/d′
against p/d′. The parent–daughter isochron age τpdi is
related to the slope β of the regression line by
ekspdi−1 ¼ b: ð1Þ
Fig. 1. Scatterplot of measured MORB data (see Appendix F of [9] for
a list of data sources). Three regression lines are plotted, and the
corresponding pseudo-isochron ages shown. Linear regression of
207Pb/204Pb against 206Pb/204Pb gives a pseudo-isochron age of
1.41 Ga. Linear regression of 206Pb/204Pb against 207Pb/204Pb gives a
pseudo-isochron age of 2.47 Ga. The geometric mean regression line
has a pseudo-isochron age of 1.96 Ga.
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diagram. In practice parent–daughter isochrons are not
very useful for analysing basalt as the melting that
occurs shortly before sampling fractionates parent
from daughter, destroying the underlying p/d′ signal.
As such our main focus will be on the daughter–
daughter isochron which is not affected in this way by
the melting that occurs before sampling. This is where
(d/d′)2 is plotted against (d/d′)1 for two different isotopic
systems which have the same parent and daughter
elements. In practice there is just one case in which
this applies: the 206Pb/204Pb–207Pb/204Pb diagram. The
lead–lead (daughter–daughter) isochron age τddi is
related to the slope β of the regression line by
235U
238U
d
ek235sddi−1
ek238sddi−1
¼ b; ð2Þ
where λ235 and λ238 are the decay constants of
235U and
238U respectively, and the ratio 235U/238U has constant
value of 1/137.88 at the present day throughout the solar
system. Measured MORB data leads to pseudo-isochron
ages around 2.0 Ga (Fig. 1) and it is this age that we are
most keen on understanding.
There have been a number of attempts to model the
MORB and OIB pseudo–isochrons, and they have allbeen based on the same physical principles of radioactive
decay, stirring, melting and mixing. There have been
three main approaches: mean box models [3–5],
statistical box models [6], and numerical simulations of
mantle convection [7,8]. This work aims to unite the
different approaches and show that most of the
modelling work that has been done so far can be best
explained by some simple equations derived from a
simplified statistical box model of mantle processes [9].
For easier reading, we have split the paper into two parts.
The main text discusses the pseudo-isochron equations
resulting from the model, and compares them to previous
work. The appendix presents the model derivations.
2. The model
The model used is a generalisation of the simple
statistical box model described in [9], and we refer
the reader to that paper for a more thorough discussion
of the model. The model treats the mantle as a box
containing a melting region which is visited by parcels
of mantle material on an average time scale τmelt. When
parcels enter the melting region a melting event is
performed which fractionates parent from daughter,
producing a fraction F of melt and a fraction 1−F of
residue. G is the molar fraction of a chemical species
that enters the melt, and depends on partition coeffi-
cients and the melt fraction F. For a given concentration
C of species entering the melting region the concentra-
tion of the melt produced is CG /F and of the residue
is C(1−G) / (1−F) (Appendix A). The melt and residue
produced are then recycled back into the box. Im-
portantly, we assume that the stirring in the box is
strong, and this allows us to treat melting as a Poisson
process [10,11] with the statistics of material entering
the melting region being the same as those over the
whole box. Sampling is modelled by drawing N samples
from the box and averaging [12], representative of the
mixing that occurs after melting.
There are three crucial differences in the current
model from that described in [9]. Firstly, the decay
constant λ is no longer assumed small which allows
207Pb/204Pb to be modelled. Secondly, a steady state is
not assumed, but instead the box is assumed to start with
uniform concentrations of isotopes at an age τs before
the present. Finally, the melt rate is no longer assumed
constant over time but instead given by some function of
age γmelt(τ). For constant melt rate γmelt(τ)=1 /τmelt,
and we now redefine τmelt as just the melting time scale
at the present day.
A number of key analytic results can be derived from
the model in the asymptotic limit where N→∞ (heavy
496 J.F. Rudge / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 249 (2006) 494–513averaging), and all the results in the next section are
based on this limit (Appendices B and C). Numerical
simulation suggests that the dependence of the pseudo-
isochron age on N is fairly weak (Fig. 2), and so using
the N→∞ asymptotics seems well justified. In this limit
the distribution of isotopic ratios tends to a multivari-
ate normal distribution, and expressions for the corre-
sponding covariance matrix can be derived. In particular
these expressions allow us to estimate the slopes of
regression lines in plots of one isotopic ratio against
another, and thus to derive expressions for the model
pseudo-isochron ages.
There are many different ways of fitting a line to a
cloud of data points. Following [3] we have focused on
the geometric mean regression line (also known as the
reduced major axis regression line) whose slope is given
by the ratio of the standard deviations of the two isotopic
ratios in question (solid line in Fig. 1). To give an
estimate of the uncertainty in fitting a line we have also
included results from using the two linear regression
lines (dotted lines in Fig. 1) in some of the figures. If the
correlation is good all three lines should be similar.
3. The pseudo-isochron equations
The key to determining the pseudo-isochron ages in
the model is the random variable Tˆm which gives the
distribution of parcel ages for those parcels that have
passed through the melting region. The age of a parcel is
defined as the time since last visit to the melting region.
The parcels that have not visited the melting region areFig. 2. Constant melt rate model numerical simulations with N=1, 500, and 2
Partition coefficients are those used in [9], giving GPb=0.42 and GU=1.00
measured MORB data (Fig. 1). The left picture shows unaveraged compositio
ellipse under heavy averaging, indicative of a bivariate normal distribution
regression line for the three cases leads to pseudo-isochron ages of 2.30 Ga, 1
an age of 2.03 Ga as N→∞.referred to as primordial parcels, and are not assigned an
age. Let E be an expectation over a random variable, so
that
Ef ðTˆmÞ ¼
Z ss
0
f ðsÞqmðsÞds; ð3Þ
where qm(τ) is the probability density function of par-
cel ages, and f (τ) is an arbitrary given function. The
subscript ‘m’ is to emphasise that we consider only those
parcels that have passed through the melting region. In
this model the primordial parcels make no contribution
to the pseudo-isochron ages, since primordial parcels
have uniform isotopic concentrations equal to the mean
over the whole box. In terms of Tˆm the model pseudo-
isochron equations are simply (Appendices D and E)
ðekspdi−1Þ2 ¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þ2; ð4Þ
ðek235sddi−1Þ2
ðek238sddi−1Þ2 ¼
Eðek235 Tˆm−1Þ2
Eðek238 Tˆm−1Þ2
; ð5Þ
where τpdi and τddi are the parent–daughter and lead–lead
pseudo-isochron ages respectively. Note that these
expressions depend only on the decay constants and
the distribution of parcel ages. The expressions clearly
show that the pseudo-isochron ages are just particular
weighted averages over the parcel ages. In fact the
pseudo-isochron ages are examples of “generalised
means” [13,14] (Appendix F). It also follows from these
expressions that the pseudo-isochron ages are always5,000, τmelt=0.75 Ga, τs=3.0 Ga, F=1.5%, and a sample size of 1000.
((2) of [9]). The middle picture has similar variance and slope as the
ns, the right heavily averaged compositions. Note that the data forms an
as expected by the central limit theorem [17]. The geometric mean
.98 Ga, and 2.06 Ga respectively. The pseudo-isochron Eq. (8) predicts
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that have passed through the melting region. This is an
important result as it means that models with τ¯m greater
than the observed lead–lead pseudo-isochron age of
around 2.0 Ga cannot be compatible with the isotopic
observations (such as the Daviesmodel [15]). If the parcel
ages≪1/λ then Eq. (4) reduces to spdi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ETˆ
2
m
q
, a result
which is independent of λ. Hence, parent–daughter
pseudo-isochron ages will be the same for all slowly
decaying isotopes, namely for the 147Sm/144Nd–143Nd/
144Nd, 87Rb/86Sr–87Sr/86Sr, 176Lu/177Hf–176Hf/177Hf,
and 232Th/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb diagrams.
The history of the rate of melting can be directly
related to the distribution of parcel ages in the model. If
γmelt(τ) is the melt rate as a function of age then qmðsÞ ¼
qðsÞ= R ss0 qðsÞds where (Appendix G)
qðsÞ ¼ gmeltðsÞexp −
Z s
0
gmeltðsÞds
 
: ð6Þ
An important special case is wheremelt rate is constant
γmelt(τ)=1/τmelt, where τmelt is a constant melting timeFig. 3. Plot showing the variation of 147Sm/144Nd–143Nd/144Nd (λ=0.00654 G
be produced for other isotopic systems where the decay is linearisable (τmelt o
232Th/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb. (a) plots τpdi against start age τs for different values
slope ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p . The curves shown asymptote to ﬃﬃﬃ2p smelt for large values of τs
for different values of τs. Values of τs=2.5 Ga, 3.6 Ga and 4.5 Ga have been c
[7,8]. For small values of τmelt the curves have a slope of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. For large val
2.08 Ga and 2.60 Ga respectively (fss=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
). Shown in grey is the uncertai
(solid line) lies between the two linear regression ages which bound the grey
been plotted as they substantially overlap the 3.6 Ga region.scale. In this case qmðsÞ ¼ e−s=smelt=ðsmeltð1−e−ss=smeltÞÞ
and the model parent–daughter pseudo-isochron equation
is (Appendix H)
ðekspdi−1Þ2 ¼
R ss
0 ðeks−1Þ2e−s=smeltds
smeltð1−e−ss=smeltÞ : ð7Þ
The most important feature of this equation is that
it depends only on the three time scale parameters in
the problem: the melting time scale τmelt, the start age τs,
and the decay constant λ; and not on any of the
other parameters. Fig. 3 plots solutions to Eq. (7) for
143Nd/144Nd–147Sm/144Nd (λ=0.00654 Ga−1) in two
different ways. Fig. 4 shows similar graphs for 235U/
204Pb–207Pb/204Pb (λ=0.985 Ga−1), a case for which
the decay is not linearisable. Note that there is a
reasonable uncertainty in the parent–daughter pseudo-
isochron ages indicated by the wide grey region in Figs.
3b and 4b. This expected (and indeed observed) lack of
very good correlation is another reason why parent–
daughter pseudo-isochron ages are not particularly
useful.a−1) model pseudo-isochron age τpdi Eq. (7). Near identical curves will
r τs≪1/λ), such as 87Rb/86Sr–87Sr/86Sr, 176Lu/177Hf–176Hf/177Hf, and
of the melting time scale τmelt. For small values of τs the curves have
with the exception of the τmelt=∞ Ga curve. (b) plots τpdi against τmelt
hosen for comparison with numerical simulations of mantle convection
ues of τmelt the curves asymptote to pseudo-isochron ages of 1.45 Ga,
nty in fitting a line for τs=3.6 Ga: the geometric mean regression age
region. The corresponding regions for τs=2.5 Ga and 4.5 Ga have not
Fig. 4. As Fig. 3 but for 235U/204Pb–207Pb/204Pb (λ=0.985 Ga−1), where the decay is not lineariseable. (a) plots τpdi against τs for different values of
τmelt. For τmeltb1/2λ=0.51 Ga the curves flatten out for large τs. For τmeltN1/2λ the curves grow linearly with τs for large τs. The τmelt=∞ Ga curve
approaches a slope of 1 for large τs. (b) plots τpdi against τmelt for different values of τs. For large values of τmelt the curves asymptote to pseudo-
isochron ages of 1.73 Ga, 2.63 Ga and 3.40 Ga respectively.
Fig. 5. As Fig. 3 but for the 206Pb/204Pb–207Pb/204Pb (λ238=0.155 Ga
−1, λ235=0.985 Ga
−1) model pseudo-isochron age τddi Eq. (8). (a) plots τddi
against τs for different values of τmelt. For small values of τs the curves have slope=0.75. For values of τmelt around 1–2 Ga the approximate
relationship τddi≈0.75τs holds for the range of τs plotted. For τmeltb1/2λ235=0.51 Ga the curves flatten out for large τs. For τmeltN1/2λ235 the curves
grow linearly with τs for large τs. The τmelt =∞ Ga curve approaches a slope of 1 for large τs. (b) plots τddi against τmelt for different values of τs. For
small values of τmelt the curves have a slope of 3. For large values of τmelt the curves asymptote to pseudo-isochron ages of 2.02 Ga, 2.99 Ga and
3.81 Ga respectively. Shown in grey is the uncertainty in fitting a line for each of the τs values.
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lead–lead pseudo-isochron equation given for constant
melt rate by (Appendix I)
ðek235sddi−1Þ2
ðek238sddi−1Þ2 ¼
R ss
0 ðek235s−1Þ2e−s=smeltdsR ss
0 ðek238s−1Þ2e−s=smeltds
: ð8Þ
Fig. 5 plots solutions to Eq. (8). Note that the lead–
lead pseudo-isochron ages are fairly well constrained as
the model correlation is good (as indicated by the
narrow grey regions of Fig. 5b).
The pseudo-isochron equations only encode age in-
formation, and do not involve the parameters G and F.
However, if we are concerned with the variance of
isotopic ratios, or the slopes in plots of one isotopic ratio
against another which do not have common parent and
daughter elements, then these parameters are involved.
This was the main focus of [9], and the corresponding
generalisation of (1) of [9] for the standard deviation σ
of d/d′ ratios after sampling is (Appendix C)
r ¼ p
d¯ V
d
jGp−Gdjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NFð1−FÞp d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃZ ss
0
ðeks−1Þ2qðsÞds;
s
ð9Þ
where p¯/d¯ ′ is the ratio of mean parent isotope concen-
tration to mean reference isotope concentration over the
whole box at the present day.4. Linear pseudo-isochron equations
There are three models based on linear evolution
equations that have recently been proposed for the
pseudo-isochrons [3–5]. In fact, all three models
produce identical pseudo-isochron equations and are
closely related. Albarède [4] and Donnelly et al. [5] both
consider a two reservoir model, and derive the pseudo-
isochron equations in precisely the same way. Allègre
and Lewin [3] consider a different set of linear evolution
equations for isotopic dispersion, which with some
rearranging are almost equivalent to the two interacting
reservoir equations.
The governing equations for two interacting reser-
voirs derived by [4] and [5] are
dn1
dt
¼ − n1
s1
þ n2
s2
−kn1; ð10Þ
dn2
dt
¼ n1
s1
−
n2
s2
−kn2; ð11Þ
dm1
dt
¼ −m1
h1
þ m2
h2
þ kn1; ð12Þdm2
dt
¼ m1
h1
−
m2
h2
þ kn2; ð13Þ
ds1
dt
¼ − s1
h1
þ s2
h2
; ð14Þ
ds2
dt
¼ s1
h1
−
s2
h2
; ð15Þ
where the notation of [4] has been followed. ni, mi and
si are the total number of moles of parent, daughter and
reference isotopes respectively in reservoir i (these
should not be confused with p, d and d′ used throughout
the appendix to represent concentrations). τi is the
residence time of the parent element in reservoir i, θi the
corresponding residence time for the daughter element.
Let
P
n,
P
m and
P
s be the total number of moles of
parent, daughter and reference isotopes in both
reservoirs:
P
n=n1+n2,
P
m=m1+m2, and
P
s= s1+ s2.
Then
d
P
n
dt
¼ −k
X
n;
d
P
m
dt
¼ k
X
n;
d
P
s
dt
¼ 0; ð16Þ
and the governing equations for reservoir 1 can be
rewritten as
dn1
dt
¼ − n1
s
þ
P
n
s2
−kn1; ð17Þ
dm1
dt
¼ −m1
h
þ
P
m
h2
þ kn1; ð18Þ
ds1
dt
¼ − s1
h
þ
P
s
h2
; ð19Þ
where τ and θ are the relaxation times of the two
elements: the harmonic means of the residence times in
the two reservoirs
1
s
¼ 1
s1
þ 1
s2
;
1
h
¼ 1
h1
þ 1
h2
: ð20Þ
We now rewrite these equations for closer compar-
ison with [3]. Introduce new variables n⋆1 andm
⋆
1 defined
by
n⋆1 ¼
1P
s
n1−s1
n
s
 
1þ2
 
; ð21Þ
m⋆1 ¼
1P
s
m1−s1
m
s
 
1þ2
 
; ð22Þ
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(n/s)1 + 2=
P
n=
P
s and (m/s)1 + 2=
P
m=
P
s. Note that
n⋆2 ¼ −n⋆1 and m⋆2 ¼ −m⋆1. The governing equations in
the starred variables can then be written as
dn⋆1
dt
¼ 1
s2
−
1
h2
 
n
s
 
1þ2
−kn⋆1−
1P
s
n1
s
−
s1
h
n
s
 
1þ2
 
;
ð23Þ
dm⋆1
dt
¼ kn⋆1−
m⋆1
h
: ð24Þ
These governing equations take on a particularly
simple form if the relaxation times for parent and
daughter elements are the same, τ=θ=1 /γ say. For later
convenience, define gn=τ /τ1 and gm=θ /θ1, and note
that 0≤gn, gm≤1. Then
dn⋆1
dt
¼ −ðgn−gmÞg ns
 
1þ2
−ðkþ gÞn⋆1; ð25Þ
dm⋆1
dt
¼ kn⋆1− gm⋆1: ð26Þ
These can be compared to the governing Eqs. (1) and
(2) of Allègre and Lewin [3]
dhliðtÞ
dt
¼ AðtÞ−ðkþMðtÞÞhliðtÞ; ð27Þ
dhaiðtÞ
dt
¼ khliðtÞ þ BðtÞ−MðtÞhaiðtÞ: ð28Þ
These governing equations are identical to Eqs. (25)
and (26) if the chemical dispersion hliðtÞ ¼ n⋆1, the
isotopic dispersion haiðtÞ ¼ m⋆1, the rate of injection of
chemical heterogeneity A(t)=− (gn−gm)γ(n/s)1 + 2, the
rate of injection of isotopic heterogeneity B(t)=0, and
the stirring parameter M(t)=γ. The appendix of [3]
discusses solutions to these equations in the simplified
form ((A1-1) and (A1-2) of [3])
dhliðtÞ
dt
¼ Dhlie
−kt
R
−ðkþ s−1stirÞhliðtÞ; ð29Þ
dhaiðtÞ
dt
¼ khliðtÞ þ Dhai
R
−
haiðtÞ
sstir
; ð30Þ
where by comparison Δ〈μ〉/R=− (gn−gm)γ(n/s)1 + 2(0),
Δ〈α〉=0, and τstir =γ
− 1. These are solved subject to
initial conditions 〈μ〉(0)=0, 〈α〉(0)=0 which corre-
sponds to the two reservoirs having initially identical
isotopic ratios (n/s)1(0)= (n/s)2(0)= (n/s)1 + 2(0) and (m/
s)1(0)= (m/s)2(0)= (m/s)1 + 2(0). Allègre and Lewin de-fine the slope of their parent–daughter pseudo-isochron
by the ratio 〈α〉(t)/〈μ〉(t). However,
haiðtÞ
hliðtÞ ¼
m⋆1
n⋆1
¼ m1−s1ðm=sÞ1þ2
n1−s1ðn=sÞ1þ2
¼ ðm=sÞ1−ðm=sÞ1þ2ðn=sÞ1−ðn=sÞ1þ2
: ð31Þ
Hence the definition of the slope by the ratio 〈α〉(t)/
〈μ〉(t) is the same as the slope of the line through the
reservoirs 1, 2 and 1+2 on the parent–daughter isochron
diagram. Thus provided the relaxation times are equal
in the two reservoir model, and there is no excess
isotopic heterogeneity Δ〈α〉 in the Allègre and Lewin
model, the pseudo-isochron equations are exactly the
same. Importantly, the stirring time τstir of Allègre and
Lewin can be reinterpreted as the common relaxation
time in the two reservoir model.
In one sense the Allègre and Lewin model is more
general than the two reservoir model because of the
excess isotopic heterogeneity term Δ〈α〉, but in practice
this was always set to zero for their pseudo-isochron
calculations. On the other hand, the two reservoir model
can be thought of as more general since it allows the
parent and daughter elements to have different relaxa-
tion times. If parent and daughter are fractionated by the
same melting process we might expect relaxation times
to be the same. Also, note that in secular equilibrium
only the relaxation time θ of the daughter element
determines the pseudo-isochron [4].
Standard deviations are not conservative and should
not be modelled by linear evolution equations such as
Eqs. (27) and (28). The justification of these equations
by Allègre and Lewin is rather ad hoc. The two reservoir
model and the Allègre and Lewin model are both linear
models and thus essentially concerned with mean
values, whereas standard deviations are fundamentally
nonlinear. In the statistical box model it is possible to
discuss standard deviations, variances and covariances,
as well as means, because the underlying probability
distributions are being modelled. Note that the starred
variables which relate the Allègre and Lewin model to
the two reservoir model arise naturally from the
linearisation
x
y
−
x
y
c
1
y
x−y
x
y
 
; ð32Þ
valid for |x− x¯|≪ x¯ and |y− y¯|≪ y¯. The starred variables
turn out to be particularly useful when considering
asymptotics for large N in the statistical box model
(Appendix B).
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the statistical box model and the two reservoir model
by dividing the parcels in the box into two groupings.
Labelling the residue parcels and a fraction 1-F of
the primordial parcels as one reservoir, and the melt
parcels and a fraction F of the primordial parcels as
another reservoir, gives a two reservoir system with a
common relaxation time. The connection is made if
γ=γmelt, gn=Gp and gm=Gd (Appendix J). Further-
more, this suggests an alternative way of writing the
linear pseudo-isochron equations of Allègre and Lewin
in terms of an age distribution. These are the same as
Eqs. (4) and (5) except with the squareds removed
ekspdil−1 ¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þ; ð33Þ
ek235sddil−1
ek238sddil−1
¼ Eðe
k235 Tˆm−1Þ
Eðek238 Tˆm−1Þ
; ð34Þ
where τpdil and τddil are the linear parent–daughter and
lead–lead pseudo-isochron ages respectively. It should
be noted that the linear pseudo-isochron ages will
always be less than the corresponding ages obtained
from Eqs. (4) and (5). The pseudo-isochron Eqs. (4) and
(5) for our problem are different because they involve
the variance of a mixture of melt, residue and primordial
parcels, whereas the above equations result from mean
values of reservoirs. The squareds reflect the difference
between looking at a mean value and looking at a
variance. To emphasise the similarities and differences
between the linear pseudo-isochron equations and our
pseudo-isochron equations, Figs. 3–5 mimic Figs. 3, 4
and 9 of Allègre and Lewin [3].
A key result used in [3] to estimate a stirring time for
the mantle is the lead–lead pseudo-isochron age
relationship τddil∼2τstir for vigorous stirring. In the
context of this paper the corresponding asymptotic
result is τddi∼3τmelt for rapid remelting. In practice this
result is only accurate for very rapid remelting, as it
requires that τmelt≪τs and τmelt≪1/λ235=1.0 Ga.
Hence comparison between the linear pseudo-isochron
equations and our pseudo-isochron equations is best
done using the full equations rather than any rapid
remelting asymptotics. Using (A2–9) of [3], if τs=
4.5 Ga then τstir =0.82 Ga is needed to produce a lead–
lead pseudo-isochron age of 2.0 Ga. Using our Eq. (8), if
τs=4.5 Ga then τmelt=0.45 Ga is needed, which is
almost a factor of 2 less. For parent–daughter isochrons
the vigorous stirring relationship τpdil∼τstir in [3] be-
comes spdif
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
smelt for rapid remelting (τmelt≪τs and
1/λ).The statistical model of Kellogg et al. [16] also has a
τstir parameter, but note that this takes on a different
meaning to the τstir of the Allègre and Lewin model [3].
The Kellogg et al. τstir reduces the length scale of
heterogeneities before sampling: essentially it relates to
the parameter N in our model. The τstir in the Allègre
and Lewin model describes the destruction of hetero-
geneity by repeated melting, and thus is τmelt in our
model.
5. Numerical simulations of mantle convection
Christensen and Hofmann [7] put isotopic tracers
into a numerical simulation of mantle convection.
252,000 tracers were used, and sampling was performed
by dividing the domain into 40×20 sampling cells, and
averaging over those cells. Thus N for their model is
around 300, although note that their model is slightly
different to that presented here as different cells may
have different numbers of tracers. They have a constant
rate of melting in their model, so Eq. (8) applies. Their
standard model has τs=3.6 Ga and τmelt=−1.36 / log(1
−0.9)=0.59 Ga (inferred from the statement “in
1.36 Ga, statistically 90% of the total basalt content
has been cycled through a melting zone in the model”).
They found a lead–lead pseudo-isochron age of 2.10 Ga
which compares very favourably to the figure of 2.15 Ga
that is predicted by Eq. (8) (and not as favourably with
the figure of 1.39 Ga predicted by the linear pseudo-
isochron Eq. (A2–9) of [3]).
Xie and Tackley [8] used a similar approach to
Christensen and Hofmann [7] for a different numerical
simulation. Their model differs in having a melt rate
which changes over time; melting being more vigorous
in the past. 400,000 tracers were used, and the domain
divided into 256×64 sampling cells, and thus N for their
model is around 25. This smaller amount of averaging
probably explains why their arrays show less correlation
than the Christensen and Hofmann arrays. Their model
has less frequent remelting than the Christensen and
Hofmann model, which is why larger isotopic ages are
observed. A rough rule of thumb for less frequent
melting (τmelt=1−2 Ga) is τddi≈0.75τs (Fig. 5a). The
rule works reasonably well at estimating the pseudo-
isochron ages they found, but the simple constant melt
rate formula of Eq. (8) does not actually apply in this
case. To do a more accurate comparison we need to
examine carefully the distribution of ages the Xie and
Tackley model produces.
In Fig. 5c and e of [8] the integrated crustal pro-
duction and crustal production rate are plotted against
time for a τs=4.5 Ga run. We can use this information in
Fig. 6. Plot of cumulative distribution function QmðsÞ ¼
R s
0 qmðsÞds
for a Xie and Tackley [8] numerical simulation. The solid line shows
the observed age distribution (their Fig. 10a), where residue and basalt
tracers have been lumped together. The dashed line is a calculated age
distribution (Appendix G) based on their observed integrated crustal
production (solid line of their Fig. 5c). The dotted line is a calculated
age distribution based on their observed crustal production rate (solid
line of their Fig. 5e), although note that this rate is actually an average
over three slightly different runs. The three age distributions are very
similar. Using Eqs. (4) and (5), the age distributions correspond to
lead–lead pseudo-isochron ages τddi of 3.67 Ga, 3.58 Ga, and 3.76 Ga,
Sm–Nd pseudo-isochron ages τpdi of 3.00 Ga, 2.88 Ga, and 3.06 Ga,
and mean ages τ¯m of 2.81 Ga, 2.67 Ga, and 2.86 Ga respectively.
Table 1
Age calculations for varying melt rate γmelt(τ)=e
ντ/τmelt (compare with
Table 4 of [8])
Constant H2 H2d
τmelt 4.6 9.2 13.8 4.6 9.2 13.8 4.6 9.2 13.8
τ¯total 2.87 3.56 3.84 1.82 2.54 2.96 1.67 2.31 2.72
τ¯m 1.89 2.07 2.13 1.81 2.39 2.64 1.67 2.27 2.58
τpdi [Sm–Nd] 2.28 2.44 2.50 2.09 2.66 2.89 1.92 2.53 2.82
τddi [Pb–Pb] 3.72 3.77 3.78 3.29 3.69 3.81 2.97 3.54 3.73
The three cases are constant (ν=0 Ga− 1), H2 (ν=0.62 Ga−1), and H2d
(ν=0.74 Ga−1). The present day crustal production rate b/τmelt=1/
46 Ga−1 in all cases. b=0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, and hence τmelt=4.6 Ga,
9.2 Ga and 13.8 Ga. τs=4.5 Ga and all ages are quoted in Ga.
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ages (Appendix G). Fig. 6 shows there is good
agreement between these calculated distributions andFig. 7. Plot of probability density function qm (τ). The melt rate is given b
(ν=0.62 Ga−1), and H2d (ν=0.74 Ga−1).the age distribution observed (Fig. 10a of [8]). Using
Eqs. (4) and (5) we can use these age distributions to
calculate pseudo-isochron ages. The integrated crustal
production gives a lead–lead pseudo-isochron age of
3.58 Ga, the crustal production rate an age of 3.76 Ga,
and the observed age distribution an age of 3.67 Ga.
These estimates are all slightly greater than the observed
pseudo-isochron age of 3.39 Ga (Fig. 8a of [8]). The
small differences may be due to various factors,
including differences in line fitting, the effects of
binning and windowing, and the small value of N used
in their simulations.
Xie and Tackley discussed the effect of greater rates
of melting in the past on pseudo-isochron age. To
examine this they introduced a box model and calculated
a mean parcel age for three different scenarios. Using our
statistical box model we can go further and calculate not
only the mean age but also the age distributions and
pseudo-isochron ages. Their three different scenarios
were (1) melt rate constant, (2) melt rate proportional toy γmelt(τ)=e
ντ/τmelt, and the three cases are constant (ν=0 Ga
−1), H2
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(3) as H2 but also proportional to depth of melting
(referred to as H2d). Mantle heating rate was assumed to
decay with a half-life of 2.247 Ga. This corresponds to an
exponentially growing history of melt rate γmelt (τ)=e
ντ/
τmelt where ν=(2 log 2) /2.247=0.62 Ga
−1 and τmelt is
the melting time scale at the present day. We have
approximated the H2d case by a similar exponential
growth with ν=0.74 Ga−1; only a small discrepancy in
the mean ages results from this approximation. The age
distributions are plotted in Fig. 7 and the mean and
pseudo-isochron ages are given in Table 1.
An important distinction should be drawn between
the two mean ages given in Table 1. Xie and Tackley [8]
calculated the mean mantle age τ¯total which includes all
parcels, and in particular it includes the primordial
parcels which are assigned an age of τs. This is a
misleading mean age to relate to the pseudo-isochron
ages, since for the pseudo-isochron ages it is only the
parcels that have passed through the melting region
which matter. Hence of greater interest is sm ¼ E Tˆm
which is a mean age that only includes the parcels that
have passed through the melting region. It can be
formally shown that the pseudo-isochron ages must beFig. 8. Plot of probability density function qm (τ). Two cases are shown
which both yield a lead–lead pseudo-isochron age of 2.0 Ga. The
solid line has constant melt rate γmelt(τ)=1/τmelt where τmelt=0.45 Ga.
The dashed line has varying melt rate γmelt (τ)=e
ντ/τmelt where
ν=0.62 Ga−1 and τmelt=1.45 Ga. While the lead–lead ages are
identical for the two cases, the parent–daughter and mean ages are not.
Sm–Nd τpdi=0.64 Ga and 1.10 Ga, and τ¯m=0.45 Ga and 0.90 Ga
respectively. Note that in both cases the very old (N3.0 Ga)
heterogeneity has been essentially eliminated.greater than or equal to τ¯m, but there is no such constraint
on τ¯ total. Indeed Table 1 shows pseudo-isochron ages
both greater than and less than τ¯ total.
Note that the smallest Pb–Pb pseudo-isochron age in
Table 1 is 2.97Ga, so none of the scenarios are compatible
with the measured MORB data. Furthermore note that
more frequent remelting in the past can have the effect of
both increasing and decreasing the pseudo-isochron age
(e.g. τmelt=13.8 Ga in Table 1). This is due to two
competing effects: if melting is more rapid in the past it
can mean a lot of the early heterogeneity is destroyed, but
it can also mean that a lot of heterogeneity is created early
on. For ν=0.62 Ga−1 and ν=0.74 Ga−1 to get lead–lead
pseudo-isochron ages of 2.0 Ga the present melting time
scale τmelt must be 1.45 Ga and 1.83 Ga respectively.
6. Conclusions
The key results of this work are the simple pseudo-
isochron Eqs. (4) and (5) which relate in a straightfor-
ward way melting history and pseudo-isochron age. The
equations are similar to those examined by previous
authors but differ in certain important details. In the case
of constant melt rate these relationships can be
expressed in terms of just two unknown parameters:
the age τs at which you begin the model, and τmelt the
melting time scale. The natural choice for τs is the age of
the Earth, but the unmodeled process of continent
formation motivates younger choices for τs such as
3.6 Ga [7]. To produce the observed lead–lead pseudo-
isochron ages of 2.0 Ga values of τmelt=0.45 Ga (for
τs=4.5 Ga) or τmelt=0.52 Ga (for τs=3.6 Ga) are
needed. If the melt rate is not constant but is instead
greater in the past, then slower present day melting time
scales may be needed, for example τmelt=1.45 Ga found
earlier when the rate of melting was proportional to the
square of mantle heating rate. Fig. 8 plots the cor-
responding probability density functions for a constant
melt rate case and a variable melt rate case.
There is quantitative agreement between the predic-
tions of this simple statistical box model and the much
more complicated mantle convection calculations that
have been done by previous authors. This helps justify
some of the key assumptions that are made in the sta-
tistical box model, and in particular the neglect of the
particular details of the underlying flow. Statistical box
models are still in their infancy, but they seem to provide
a powerful way of approaching the problem of isotopic
heterogeneity in the mantle. A great advantage is that
general analytical results can be derived which can lead
to better understanding of the problem without the need
to run lots of numerical simulations. However, mantle
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play; of most interest for the pseudo-isochron problem is
knowing the kinds of melting history that they can
produce. Future simulations should investigate further
the validity of these simple analytic relationships bet-
ween melt rate and age distribution, and between age
distribution and pseudo-isochron age.
An important caveat to bear in mind when using this
model, and indeed in the convection simulations as well,
is that no attempt is made to model continent formation.
This is an important process to consider as early
heterogeneity may become locked up in the continents
and not be recycled into the mantle. It is this idea which
prompts the use of younger values of τs. The multi-
reservoir statistical box models of [6] have made some
attempt at addressing this issue, although as is remarked
it is somewhat difficult to see through the myriad
of parameters used in that model. A key problem in
modelling continent formation is that it requires
modelling properly the mean lead isotopic evolution
of mantle, which in itself is still not clearly understood.
There is still yet to be any consensus on the resolution of
the various lead paradoxes.
For isotopic ratios d/d′ for which the decay is
linearisable the outcome of the model we present here is
little changed from that described in [9]. In particular the
slopes in plots of one isotopic system against another are
unchanged ((5) of [9]). There thus remains the fundamental
inconsistency between the Pb isotopes and the Nd, Sr and
Hf isotopes. Furthermore, the value of τmelt∼0.5 Ga
inferred here from the lead–lead pseudo-isochron is a
factor of 3 different from the value of τmelt∼1.7 Ga
inferred from the standard deviations of the Nd, Sr and Hf
isotopic ratios in [9]. In fact, τmelt∼0.5Ga provides amuch
better match to the observed standard deviations of the Pb
isotopic ratios than τmelt∼1.7 Ga (in [9], model lead
isotopic standard deviations were around 3 times larger
than observed). Note that the pseudo-isochron is a much
more robust way of estimating τmelt as it depends only on
the decay constants and start age, whereas the standard
deviation of isotopic ratios depends on all the parameters in
the model. It is still not possible in the model as it stands to
match both the Pb isotopes and the Nd, Sr and Hf isotopes
with a single set of parameters.
As outlined in the conclusion of [9] there are still
many possible generalisations of this model that might
prove useful. One particular generalisation that we are
interested in developing is to look at removal of species
from the box during a melting event. This could model
continent formation or the degassing of isotopes of
noble gases (such as 3He and 4He). Again, further
investigation is needed.Acknowledgements
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Appendix A. Statistical box model
The model used is the simple statistical box model
described in [9] with three restrictions lifted: the decay is
no longer linearised, a steady state is not assumed, and
the melt rate may vary with time. There are three types
of parcel in our model mantle: melt parcels (parcels last
formed as melt in the melting region), residue parcels
(parcels last formed as residue in the melting region),
and primordial parcels. Melt and residue parcels have an
associated age of τ when they last visited the melting
region. The distribution of parcel ages is given by a
random variable Tˆ, which is defined so that those
parcels of age ≥τs are primordial. Let q(τ) be the
probability density function of Tˆ. Thus a fraction
1−
R ss
0 qðsÞds of parcels are primordial.
We track the concentrations of a parent isotope p, a
daughter d, and a reference d′. G is the molar fraction of
a chemical species that enters the melt, and depends on
the melt fraction F and the partition coefficients. The
corresponding concentrations of the three parcel types at
the present day are:
pprim ¼ p; ðA:1Þ
dprim ¼ d¯ ; ðA:2Þ
dprimV ¼ d¯ V: ðA:3Þ
pmeltðsÞ ¼ GpF p; ðA:4Þ
dmeltðsÞ ¼ GdF d¯ þ
Gp−Gd
F
ðeks−1Þp; ðA:5Þ
dmeltV ðsÞ ¼ GdF d¯ V: ðA:6Þ
presðsÞ ¼ 1−Gp1−F p; ðA:7Þ
dresðsÞ ¼ 1−Gd1−F d¯−
Gp−Gd
1−F
ðeks−1Þp; ðA:8Þ
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where p¯, d¯ , and d¯ ′ are the mean concentrations of the
isotopes in the box at the present day, and λ is the decay
constant.
Appendix B. The asymptotics of averaging ratio
quantities
As before, we model sampling by taking a number N
of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples
from our model mantle and averaging. Again, it is
important to note that we are interested in ratio
quantities. This section describes some important
general results on the asymptotics of averaging ratio
quantities.
Consider i.i.d. pairs of random variables {xˆ i, ŷi},
i=1, 2,…N. Suppose ŷiN0. We are interested in the
asymptotic behaviour of the ratio of sums
Zˆ ¼
X
i
xˆi =
X
i
yˆi ðB:1Þ
for N large. Let
xˆ⋆ ¼ 1
y
xˆ−
x
y
yˆ
 
; ðB:2Þ
yˆ⋆ ¼ 1
y
ð yˆ−yÞ; ðB:3Þ
where x ¼ EðxˆÞ; y ¼ Eð yˆÞ. Note that Eðxˆ⋆Þ ¼ Eðyˆ⋆Þ ¼
0. Note also that
Zˆ ¼
P
xˆiP
yˆi
¼ x
y
þ
P
xˆ⋆i =N
1þP yˆ⋆i =N : ðB:4Þ
It can be shown [17] that Zˆ is asymptotically normal
for large N under appropriate assumptions (assumptions
which give the central limit theorem for
P
xˆ⋆i and give
the law of large numbers for
P
yˆ⋆i ). The condition ŷiN0
ensures that moments of Zˆ are well defined, and Cauchy
distribution problems do not arise. By Taylor expanding
(B.4) and taking expectations the following expressions
for the asymptotic moments can be derived:
l ¼ Z¯ ¼ EðZˆ Þ ¼ x
y
−
1
N
Eðxˆ⋆ yˆ⋆Þ þ O 1
N2
 
; ðB:5Þ
l2 ¼ r2 ¼ EðZˆ −Z¯Þ2 ¼
1
N
Eðxˆ⋆2Þ þ O 1
N2
 
; ðB:6Þl3 ¼ EðZˆ−Z¯Þ3 ¼
1
N2
ðEðxˆ⋆3Þ−6Eðxˆ⋆ yˆ⋆ÞEðxˆ⋆2ÞÞ
þ O 1
N3
 
: ðB:7Þ
Hence the skew parameter γ1 is
g1 ¼
l3
ðl2Þ3=2
¼ Eðxˆ
⋆3Þ−6Eðxˆ⋆ yˆ⋆ÞEðxˆ⋆2Þ
N1=2ðEðx⋆2ÞÞ3=2
þ O 1
N3=2
 
: ðB:8Þ
The kurtosis and higher order moments can be
derived similarly by expanding to higher orders.
In this work we are most concerned with plots of one
ratio against another. So consider two sets of i.i.d. pairs
of random variables {xˆi, ŷi}1 and {xˆi, ŷi}2, i=1, 2,…N.
Then the covariance of Zˆ1 and Zˆ2 is given by
covðZˆ1; Zˆ2Þ ¼ EððZˆ1−Z¯ 1ÞðZˆ2−Z¯ 2ÞÞ
¼ 1
N
Eðxˆ⋆1 xˆ⋆2Þ þ O
1
N 2
 
¼ 1
N
covðxˆ⋆1; xˆ⋆2Þ þ O
1
N 2
 
;
ðB:9Þ
with corresponding correlation
r12 ¼ corðZˆ1; Zˆ2Þ ¼ covðZˆ1; Zˆ2Þr1r2 ¼
Eðxˆ⋆1 xˆ⋆2Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðxˆ⋆21 ÞEðxˆ⋆22 Þ
q
þO 1
N
 
¼ corðxˆ⋆1; xˆ⋆2Þ þ O
1
N
 
: ðB:10Þ
We are most interested in calculating the slope of a
regression line of one system against another. There are
many different methods for fitting regression lines to a
cloud of data pointswhichmake various assumptions about
the underlying data. Three commonly used estimates are
b12 ¼ r12
r2
r1
¼ Eðxˆ
⋆
1 xˆ
⋆
2Þ
Eðxˆ⋆21 Þ
þ O 1
N
 
; ðB:11Þ
b¯ ¼ r2
r1
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðxˆ⋆22 Þ
Eðxˆ⋆21 Þ
s
þO 1
N
 
; ðB:12Þ
b21 ¼
1
r12
r2
r1
¼ Eðxˆ
⋆2
2 Þ
Eðxˆ⋆1 xˆ⋆2Þ
þ O 1
N
 
; ðB:13Þ
where β12 is the slope of the linear least squares regression
line of system 2 on system 1, and β21 is the same line but for
Eð pˆ Þ
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regression line, and following [3] it is this estimate of the
slope we will focus on here. Note that the sign of β¯ is
chosen to be the same as r12 and that β12≤ β¯ ≤β21. If the
correlation is good all three estimates will be similar.
Appendix C. Calculating the asymptotic moments
Based on the general analysis of the previous section,
introduce new variables p⋆, d⋆ and d′⋆ defined by:
p⋆ ¼ 1
d¯ V
p−
p
d¯ V
d V
 
; ðC:1Þ
d⋆ ¼ 1
d¯ V
d−
d¯
d¯ V
d V
 
; ðC:2Þ
d V⋆ ¼ 1
d¯ V
ðd V−d¯ VÞ: ðC:3Þ
In these new variables the different parcel types are
given by
p⋆prim ¼ 0; ðC:4Þ
d⋆prim ¼ 0; ðC:5Þ
d V⋆prim ¼ 0: ðC:6Þ
p⋆meltðsÞ ¼
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
F
; ðC:7Þ
d⋆meltðsÞ ¼
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
F
ðeks−1Þ; ðC:8Þ
d V⋆meltðsÞ ¼ Gd−FF : ðC:9Þ
p⋆resðsÞ ¼ −
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
1−F
; ðC:10Þ
d⋆resðsÞ ¼ −
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
1−F
ðeks−1Þ; ðC:11Þ
d V⋆resðsÞ ¼ −Gd−F1−F : ðC:12ÞKey moments are then
Eð pˆ⋆2Þ ¼ p
d¯ V
 2ðGp−GdÞ2
Fð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
qðsÞds; ðC:13Þ
Eðdˆ ⋆pˆ⋆Þ ¼ p
d¯ V
 2ðGp−GdÞ2
Fð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
ðeks−1ÞqðsÞds;
ðC:14Þ
Eðdˆ ⋆2Þ ¼ p
d¯ V
 2ðGp−GdÞ2
Fð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
ðeks−1Þ2qðsÞds:
ðC:15Þ
Let Zˆd=
P
i dˆi /
P
i dˆi′ be the random variable giving
the distribution of isotopic ratios d/d′ after averaging,
and Zˆp=
P
i pˆi /
P
i dˆi′ be the random variable giving the
distribution of isotopic ratios p/d′ after averaging. From
Eq. (B.6) we have that
var Zˆdf
1
N
Eðdˆ ⋆2Þ
¼ p
d¯ V
 2ðGp−GdÞ2
NFð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
ðeks−1Þ2qðsÞds; ðC:16Þ
var Zˆpf
1
N
Eð pˆ⋆2Þ
¼ p
d¯ V
 2ðGp−GdÞ2
NFð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
qðsÞds: ðC:17Þ
Eq. (C.16) is the generalisation of (1) of [9]. A similar
generalisation for the skew (4) of [9] can be obtained
using Eq. (B.8).Appendix D. Parent–daughter isochrons
It is convenient to introduce Tˆm: this is the random
variable giving the distribution of parcel ages restricted
to those parcels that have passed through the melting
region. qmðsÞ ¼ qðsÞ=
R ss
0 qðsÞds is then the proba-
bility density function of Tˆm. Suppose we plot d/d′
against p/d′. Then the correlation is estimated by Eq.
(B.10) as
rpdf
Eðdˆ ⋆ pˆ⋆Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðdˆ ⋆2ÞEð pˆ⋆2Þ
q ¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðek Tˆm−1Þ2
q
:
ðD:1Þ
The slopes of the regression lines are estimated by
Eqs. (B.11) to (B.13) as
bpdf
Eðdˆ ⋆pˆ⋆Þ
⋆2 ¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þ; ðD:2Þ
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðdˆ ⋆2Þ
Eð pˆ⋆2Þ
s
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðek Tˆm−1Þ2;
q
ðD:3Þ
bdpf
Eðdˆ ⋆2Þ
Eðdˆ ⋆ pˆ⋆Þ
¼ Eðe
k Tˆm−1Þ2
Eðek Tˆm−1Þ
: ðD:4Þ
The parent–daughter pseudo-isochron age is related
to the slope of the regression line by
ekspdi−1 ¼ b; ðD:5Þ
and thus using the geometric mean regression line (D.3)
the model parent–daughter pseudo-isochron equation is
ðekspdi−1Þ2 ¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þ2: ðD:6Þ
Note that when the decay is linearisable ( Tˆm≪1/λ)
Eqs. (D.1) and (D.6) reduce to rpd ¼ ETˆm=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ETˆ
2
m
q
and
spdi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E Tˆ
2
m
q
.Appendix E. Daughter–daughter isochrons
Now suppose we plot (d/d′)2 against (d/d′)1 for two
different isotopic systems 1 and 2. Key moments are
then
Eðdˆ ⋆21 Þ ¼
p1
d¯ V1
 2ðGp1−Gd1Þ2
Fð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
ðek1s−1Þ2qðsÞds;
ðE:1Þ
Eðdˆ ⋆1 dˆ
⋆
2Þ ¼
p1
d¯ V1
 
p2
d¯ V2
  ðGp1−Gd1ÞðGp2−Gd2Þ
Fð1−FÞ

Z ss
0
ðek1s−1Þðek2s−1ÞqðsÞds; ðE:2Þ
Eðdˆ ⋆22 Þ ¼
p2
d¯ V2
 2ðGp2−Gd2Þ2
Fð1−FÞ
Z ss
0
ðek2s−1Þ2qðsÞds:
ðE:3Þ
The correlation is then given by
r12f
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þðek2 Tˆm−1Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þ2Eðek2 Tˆm−1Þ2
q
 sgnððGp1−Gd1ÞðGp2−Gd2ÞÞ:
Note that |r12|∼1 if the decay is linearisable ( Tˆm≪1/
λ1 and 1/λ2), which is why in Fig. 4 of [9] the model dataform almost perfect straight lines. However, when the
decay is not linearisable we will not get perfect
correlation. The slope of the geometric mean regression
line is given by
b¯f
ð p2=d¯ V2ÞðGp2−Gd2Þ
ð p1=d¯ V1 ÞðGp1−Gd1Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðek2 Tˆm−1Þ2
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þ2
:
vuut ðE:5Þ
Note that if the decay is linearisable this reduces to
b¯f
ð p2=d¯ V2ÞðGp2−Gd2Þk2
ð p1=d¯ V1ÞðGp1−Gd1Þk1
; ðE:6Þ
which is precisely (5) of [9]. Eq. (E.5) is the
generalisation of (5) of [9]. Hence for those isotopic
systems for which a linear decay approximation is valid
the slopes are unchanged from [9].
We are particularly interested in a special case of Eq.
(E.5). If the parent and daughter elements are the same,
and the reference isotope is also the same, then Eq. (E.5)
reduces to
b¯f
p2
p1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Eðek2 Tˆm−1Þ2
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þ2
:
vuut ðE:7Þ
This is the generalisation of (6) of [9]. The other
estimates of the slope of the regression line in this
special case are given by
b12f
p2
p1
d
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þðek2 Tˆm−1Þ
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þ2
;
b21f
p2
p1
d
Eðek2 Tˆm−1Þ2
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þðek2 Tˆm−1Þ
:
ðE:8Þ
The daughter–daughter pseudo-isochron age is
related to the slope of the regression lines by
p2
p1
d
ek2sddi−1
ek1sddi−1
¼ b: ðE:9Þ
Hence, combining Eqs. (E.7) and (E.9) the model
pseudo-isochron age τddi satisfies the simple relationship
ðek2sddi−1Þ2
ðek1sddi−1Þ2 ¼
Eðek2 Tˆm−1Þ2
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þ2
: ðE:10Þ
Note that when the decay is linearisable ( Tˆm≪1/λ1
and 1/λ2) Eq. (E.10) reduces to sddi ¼ E Tˆ 3m =E Tˆ
2
m (by
Taylor series expansion).
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It is important to distinguish between different
definitions of the mean age of parcels. Since the hetero-
geneity we are interested in is generated by fractionation
on melting, an important mean age is sm ¼ ETˆm, the
mean age of the parcels that have passed through the
melting region. Primordial parcels do not contribute to
the pseudo-isochron ages. The mean mantle age τ¯total is
often defined by including the primordial parcels and
assigning them an age of τs, and it is this definition that is
used in [8]. Hence τ¯total≥ τ¯m. We have
stotal ¼
Z ss
0
sqðsÞdsþ ss 1−
Z ss
0
qðsÞds
 
; ðF:1Þ
sm ¼ ETˆm ¼
Z ss
0
sqmðsÞds: ðF:2Þ
The parent–daughter pseudo-isochron age τpdi is an
example of a generalised mean [13]. A generalised mean
Mϕ is defined by M/ðXˆ Þ ¼ /−1ðE/ðXˆ ÞÞ, where ϕ is a
strictly monotonic function, and Xˆ is a random variable.
Commonly encountered examples include ϕ(x)=x (arith-
metic mean), ϕ(x)=xr (power mean), and ϕ(x)= log x
(geometric mean). In the case of the parent–daughter
pseudo-isochron Eq. (D.6), ϕ(x)=(eλx−1)2. Generalised
means have a number of important properties, but of most
interest to us is the notion of ‘comparability’: whether
there is always an inequality between different means
regardless of the distribution of the random variable Xˆ. A
common example of comparability is the arithmetic
mean–geometric mean inequality. There is an important
theorem which states that if ψ and χ are monotonically
increasing functions, ϕ=χψ−1, and ϕ″N0, thenMψ≤Mϕ
(Theorem 96 of [13]). By use of this theorem we find
the following inequalities are satisfied by the parent–
daughter pseudo-isochron age:
min TˆmVsmV
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ETˆ
2
m
q
Vspdiðk1ÞVspdiðk2ÞVmax Tˆm;
ðF:3Þ
where 0bλ1bλ2, and min Tˆm and max Tˆm are the
smallest and largest ages respectively with any proba-
bility mass.
The daughter–daughter pseudo-isochron age τddi is
not a generalised mean as described by [13], but it is an
example of a generalised abstracted mean (Definition
2.4 of [14]). A generalised abstracted mean is defined by
M/1;/2ðXˆ Þ ¼ ð/1=/2Þ−1ðE/1ðXˆ Þ=E/2ðXˆ ÞÞ where ϕ1/
ϕ2 is a strictly monotonic function. In the case of the
daughter–daughter pseudo-isochron Eq. (E.10), ϕ1(x)=
(eλ1x−1)2 and ϕ2(x)= (eλ2x−1)2. The generalised ab-stracted mean shares many of the properties of the
generalised mean of [13], and under a suitable trans-
formation of the probability density function can be
written in the same form. However, for our purposes
what is of most interest is the inequality
spdiðk2Þ V sddiðk1; k2Þ VmaxTˆm: ðF:4Þ
The above inequalities (F.3) and (F.4) are strict
inequalities unless all the probability mass is concen-
trated at a single age. In this case all the inequalities are
equalities, and all the means yield this single age.Appendix G. Relating melt rate and parcel ages
Suppose melt rate as a function of age τ is γmelt(τ).
Define τmelt to be the melting time scale at the present
day, so that γmelt(0)=1/τmelt. Let QðsÞ ¼ PðTˆVsÞ be the
proportion of material in the box with age less than τ
(the cumulative distribution function), with 1−Q(τs)
being the proportion of primordial material. Q(τ)
satisfies
dQðsÞ
ds
¼ gmeltðsÞð1−QðsÞÞ; Qð0Þ ¼ 0; ðG:1Þ
and thus
QðsÞ ¼ 1−exp −
Z s
0
gmeltðsÞds
 
: ðG:2Þ
Hence the probability density functions are
qðsÞ ¼ dQðsÞ
ds
¼ gmeltðsÞexp −
Z s
0
gmeltðsÞds
 
; ðG:3Þ
qmðsÞ ¼ qðsÞQðssÞ ¼
1
QðssÞ
dQðsÞ
ds
: ðG:4Þ
In some cases it is more convenient to work with the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) rather than the
pdf. Note that if f (0)=0 (as it is for all functions we
consider) then
Ef ð TˆmÞ ¼
Z ss
0
f VðsÞð1−QmðsÞÞds; ðG:5Þ
where the cdf Qm(τ) is given by
QmðsÞ ¼
Z s
0
qmðsÞds ¼ QðsÞQðssÞ : ðG:6Þ
Xie and Tackley [8] quote results from their
numerical simulations in terms of the crustal production
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(b=0.3 in their standard runs). Their integrated crustal
production (integrated forward in time) is given as a
function of age by
cðsÞ ¼ 1−exp −
Z ss
s
bgmeltðsÞds
 
; ðG:7Þ
which implies
exp −
Z s
0
gmeltðsÞds
 
¼ 1−cð0Þ
1−cðsÞ
 1=b
: ðG:8Þ
Hence the cdf Qm (τ) (and thus also pseudo-isochron
ages) can be calculated directly from their integrated
crustal production or their crustal production rate.
For a constant melt rate γmelt(τ)=1/τmelt and Tˆ is an
exponential random variable with parameter 1/τmelt. The
corresponding probability density functions are
qðsÞ ¼ e−s=smelt=smelt; ðG:9Þ
qmðsÞ ¼ e−s=smelt=ðsmeltð1−e−ss=smeltÞÞ; ðG:10Þ
and corresponding means are
stotal ¼ smeltð1−e−ss=smeltÞ; ðG:11Þ
sm ¼ ETˆm ¼ smelt 1−e
−ss=smeltð1þ ss=smeltÞ
1−e−ss=smelt
; ðG:12Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ETˆ
2
m
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
smelt
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−e−ss=smelt 1þ ss=smelt þ 12 ðss=smeltÞ2
 
1−e−ss=smelt
:
vuut
ðG:13Þ
Appendix H. Constant melt rate: Parent–daughter
isochrons
For constant melt rate the parent–daughter pseudo-
isochron equation is
ðekspdi−1Þ2 ¼
R ss
0 ðeks−1Þ2e−s=smelt ds
smeltð1−e−ss=smeltÞ : ðH:1Þ
To gain some insight into the behaviour of this
equation we now consider some simple asymptotics.H.1. Asymptotics when τmelt or τs≪1/λ
Since we often study slowly decaying isotopes, the
most important asymptotics are when τmelt or τs≪1/λ.
In this limit the correlation becomes
rpd ¼ 1−e
−ss=smeltð1þ ss=smeltÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ð1−e−ss=smeltÞ 1−e−ss=smelt 1þ ss=smelt þ 12 ðss=smeltÞ2
  r
:
ðH:2Þ
Furthermore, if τs/τmelt≫1 then rpdf1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
c0:71.
Alternatively if τs/τmelt≪1 then rpdf
ﬃﬃﬃ
3=2c0:87. For
linearisable decay rpd always lies between these two
values. It is important to note that there is thus never a
perfect correlation between d/d′ and p/d′.
When τmelt or τs≪1/λ the parent–daughter
pseudo-isochron age becomes simply spdi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ETˆ
2
m
q
,
which is given for constant melt rate by Eq. (G.13).
If τs/τmelt≫1 Eq. (G.13) simplifies to spdif
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
smelt,
which determines the slope of curves near the origin
in Figs. 3b and 4b, and the asymptotes for large τs in
Fig. 3a. On the other hand, if τs/τmelt≪1 Eq. (G.13)
simplifies to spdifss=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
, which determines the slope
of curves near the origin in Figs. 3a and 4a, and the
asymptotes for large τmelt in Fig. 3b.H.2. Asymptotics when τs≪τmelt
When the decay is not linearisable, asymptotics
based solely on τs≪τmelt can be found. The pseudo-
isochron Eq. (H.1) becomes
ðekspdi−1Þ2 ¼ 2kss þ 3−4e
kss þ e2kss
2kss
; ðH:3Þ
which is independent of τmelt. This equation determines
the τmelt=∞ Ga curve in Figs. 3a and 4a, and asymptotes
for large τmelt in Figs. 3b and 4b.H.3. Asymptotics when τs≫τmelt
Eq. (H.1) has two regimes of asymptotic behaviour
when τs/τmelt≫1. If λτmeltN1/2 then
e2kspdi ¼ e
ð2ksmelt−1Þss=smelt
2ksmelt−1
; ðH:4Þ
whereas if λτmeltb1/2 then
ðekspdi−1Þ2 ¼ 2ðksmeltÞ
2
ð1−ksmeltÞð1−2ksmeltÞ : ðH:5Þ
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is independent of τs. This is why in Fig. 4a curves with
τmeltb1/2λ flatten out for large τs, while curves with
τmeltsN1/2λ grow linearly for large τs with slope 1−1/
2λτmelt.
Appendix I. Constant melt rate:
Daughter–daughter isochrons
The constant melt rate daughter–daughter pseudo-
isochron equation is
ðek2sddi−1Þ2
ðek1sddi−1Þ2 ¼
R ss
0 ðek2s−1Þ2e−s=smeltdsR ss
0 ðek1s−1Þ2e−s=smeltds
: ðI:1Þ
Again, insights into the behaviour of Eq. (I.1) can be
gained by some simple asymptotics, although linearis-
ing the decay is not as relevant here. We will assume
without loss of generality that λ2Nλ1 for the subsequent
asymptotics.I.1. Asymptotics when τs≪τmelt
When τs≪ τmelt the pseudo-isochron Eq. (I.1)
becomes
ðek2sddi−1Þ2
ðek1sddi−1Þ2 ¼
k1
k2
d
2k2ss þ 3−4ek2ss þ e2k2ss
2k1ss þ 3−4ek1ss þ e2k1ss : ðI:2Þ
Note that this equation is independent of τmelt. This
equation determines the asymptotes for large τmelt in
Fig. 5b, and the τmelt =∞ Ga curve in Fig. 5a.
Furthermore, if it is also the case that λτs≪1, we can
Taylor expand both sides to find
k22
k21
ð1þ ðk2−k1Þsddi þ N Þ
¼ k
2
2
k21
1þ 3ðk2−k1Þ
4
ss þ N
 
; ðI:3Þ
and thus get the simple result that sddif 34 ss, which
determines the slope of curves near the origin in Fig. 5a.
If instead λτs≫1 then we can approximate both sides
as
e2ðk2−k1Þsddi ¼ k1
k2
e2ðk2−k1Þss ; ðI:4Þ
which demonstrates that the slope of the τmelt=∞ Ga
curve in Fig. 5a will approach 1 for large τs.I.2. Asymptotics when τs≫τmelt
We have three different regimes of asymptotic
behaviour for Eq. (I.1) when τs≫τmelt. If τmeltN1/2λ1
the pseudo-isochron equation is
e2ðk2−k1Þsddi ¼ e2ðk2−k1Þss 2k1smelt−1
2k2smelt−1
; ðI:5Þ
if 1/2λ2bτmeltb1/2λ1 then
e2ðk2−k1Þsddi
¼ e
ð2k2smelt−1Þss=smeltð1−k1smeltÞð1−2k1smeltÞ
ðk1smeltÞ2ð2k2smelt−1Þ
; ðI:6Þ
and if τmeltb1/2λ2 then
ðek2sddi−1Þ2
ðek1sddi−1Þ2 ¼
k22ð1−k1smeltÞð1−2k1smeltÞ
k21ð1−k2smeltÞð1−2k2smeltÞ
: ðI:7Þ
The most important feature of Eq. (I.7) is that it is
independent of τs, whereas in the other two asymptotic
regimes there is a dependence on τs. This is why for
values of τmeltb1/2λ2 in Fig. 5a the curve flattens out
for large τs whereas in the other regimes they grow
linearly for large τs with slopes (λ2−1/2τmelt) / (λ2−λ1)
and 1 respectively. Eq. (I.7) can be further simplified if
λτmelt≪1. Both sides can be Taylor expanded to yield
k22
k21
ð1þ ðk2−k1Þsddi þ N Þ
¼ k
2
2
k21
ð1þ 3ðk2−k1Þsmelt þ N Þ; ðI:8Þ
leading to the simple result that τddi∼3τmelt, which
determines the slope of curves near the origin in Fig. 5b.
Appendix J. Relationship to linear evolution models
There is an important connection between our
statistical box model and the pseudo-isochron equations
derived from linear evolution models by previous
authors [3,4,5]. Suppose we divide the box into two
based on parcel type. Let all the residue parcels and a
fraction 1−F of the primordial parcels be called reservoir
1, and all the melt parcels and a fraction F of the
primordial parcels be reservoir 2. These two reservoirs
do not change in size over time. Reservoir 1 is a fraction
1−F of the box, and reservoir 2 a fraction F. At an age τs
before the present all parcels are primordial and thus both
reservoirs have the same uniform isotopic concentra-
tions. The mean concentrations of p, d and d′ at the
present in each reservoir can be calculated by integrating
Eqs. (A.1) to (A.9) over the age distribution of parcels.
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instead the p⋆ and d⋆ values. Let pˆ1
⋆ be the random
variable giving the distribution of p⋆ in reservoir 1, and
dˆ 1
⋆
, pˆ2
⋆ and dˆ 2
⋆
be defined similarly. Note that the
subscripts 1 and 2 now refer to the different reservoirs,
rather than the different isotopic systems as in earlier
sections. Integration of Eqs. (C.4) to (C.12) yields the
mean values as
E pˆ⋆1 ¼ −
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
1−F
Z ss
0
qðsÞds; ðJ:1Þ
E dˆ
⋆
1 ¼ −
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
1−F
Z ss
0
ðeks−1ÞqðsÞds; ðJ:2Þ
E pˆ⋆2 ¼
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
F
Z ss
0
qðsÞds; ðJ:3Þ
E dˆ
⋆
2 ¼
p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
F
Z ss
0
ðeks−1ÞqðsÞds: ðJ:4Þ
By multiplying these expressions by the fraction of
the box each reservoir occupies these can be converted
into molar values n⋆ and m⋆ (Eqs. (21) and (22)) as
n⋆1 ¼ ð1−FÞE pˆ⋆1 ¼ −
p
d¯ V
ðGp−GdÞ
Z ss
0
qðsÞds; ðJ:5Þ
m⋆1 ¼ ð1−FÞE dˆ
⋆
1
¼ − p
d¯ V
ðGp−GdÞ
Z ss
0
ðeks−1ÞqðsÞds: ðJ:6Þ
where n2
⋆=−n1⋆ and m2⋆=−m1⋆. Eqs. (J.5) and (J.6) are
solutions of Eqs. (25) and (26), and are the backward
in time versions of (A1–4) and (A1–5) of [3] with
Δ〈α〉= 0. The number of moles of each isotope
species in the two reservoirs must be modelled by the
linear evolution Eqs. (10)–(15); the only question is
finding expressions for the residence times. Here the
relaxation times for parent and daughter are both
given by 1/γmelt, since they are both fractionated by
the same melting process on the same timescale. The
individual residence times for each reservoir are
determined by the fraction of moles G that enter the
melt for each chemical species as
s1 ¼ 1Gpgmelt
; s2 ¼ 1ð1−GpÞgmelt
; ðJ:7Þ
h1 ¼ 1Gdg ; h2 ¼
1
ð1−GdÞg : ðJ:8Þmelt meltConsider a pseudo-isochron defined where the two
reservoirs and the whole box lie on the isochron
diagram. The slope in the parent–daughter isochron
diagram is given by
ðm=sÞ1−ðm=sÞ1þ2
ðn=sÞ1−ðn=sÞ1þ2
¼ m
⋆
1
n⋆1
¼
R ss
0 ðeks−1ÞqðsÞdsR ss
0 qðsÞds
¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þ:
ðJ:9Þ
Hence the corresponding pseudo-isochron equations
are
ekspdil−1 ¼ Eðek Tˆm−1Þ; ðJ:10Þ
ek2sddil−1
ek1sddil−1
¼ Eðe
k2 Tˆm−1Þ
Eðek1 Tˆm−1Þ
; ðJ:11Þ
which are just Eqs. (D.6) and (E.10) with squareds
removed, and hence we will refer to these as the linear
pseudo-isochron equations.
An alternative reservoir representation is to consider
the box split into three reservoirs, one with all the melt
parcels, one with all the residue parcels, and one with
all the primordial parcels. These three reservoirs
change in size over time, with the melt and residue
reservoirs growing at the expense of the primordial
reservoir. This is analogous to model I of Jacobsen and
Wasserburg [18] where their depleted mantle reservoir
2 and crust reservoir 3 grow from a homogenous
undepleted mantle reservoir 1. Compare the statistical
box model result, obtained by integrating Eqs. (A.4) to
(A.9),
E dˆ res
E dˆ resV
−
d¯
d¯ V
¼ − p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
1−Gd
Eðek Tˆm−1Þ; ðJ:12Þ
E dˆmelt
E dˆmeltV
−
d¯
d¯ V
¼ p
d¯ V
Gp−Gd
Gd
Eðek Tˆm−1Þ; ðJ:13Þ
with (19) of [18], rewritten using an integration by
parts,
Nd;jðsÞ
Ns;jðsÞ −
Nd;1ðsÞ
Ns;1ðsÞ
¼ Nr;1ðsÞ
Ns;1ðsÞ f
r=s
j
Z s
0
ðekðs−nÞ−1Þ 1
MjðsÞ
dMjðnÞ
dn
dn:
ðJ:14Þ
Eqs. (J.12) and (J.13) are equivalent to Eq. (J.14),
although note that Eq. (J.14) is written with τ running
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1 + f2 = (1− Gp) / (1−Gd) and 1 + f3 = Gp/Gd. The
corresponding probability density function of parcels
ages is (1 /Mj(τ))dMj(ξ) / dξ (compare with Eq. (G.4)).
Note that the relationship between melt rate and age
distribution will be slightly different between the two
models, since there is recycling in the statistical box
model (a melt parcel may become a residue parcel and
viceversa), but not in model I. The pseudo-isochron
equations that result from where the three reservoirs
plot on the isochron diagram are also Eqs. (J.10) and
(J.11).
The linear parent–daughter pseudo-isochron age τpdil
is also an example of a generalised mean, with ϕ(x)=
eλx−1. The linear pseudo-isochron ages satisfy
min Tˆm V smVspdilðk1ÞVspdilðk2ÞVsddilðk1; k2ÞVmax Tˆm ;
ðJ:15Þ
where 0bλ1bλ2. For linearisable decay (Tˆm≪1/λ) the
linear parent–daughter pseudo-isochron Eq. (J.10)
reduces to τpdil =ETˆm= τ¯m, and the linear daughter–
daughter pseudo-isochron Eq. (J.11) to τddil =ETˆm/ETˆm.
It can be shown that the linear ages are always less than
the corresponding quadratic ages, namely that τpdil
(λ)≤τpdil(λ), and τddi(λ1, λ2)≤τddi(λ1, λ2).
For the case of constant melt rate the linear parent–
daughter pseudo-isochron equation is
ekspdil−1 ¼
R ss
0 ðeks−1Þe−s=smelt ds
smeltð1−e−ss=smeltÞ
¼ ksmelt þ ð1−ksmeltÞe
−ss=smelt−eðksmelt−1Þss=smelt
ð1−ksmeltÞð1−e−ss=smeltÞ ;
ðJ:16Þ
which is the parent–daughter pseudo-isochron Eq. (A2–
4) of [3]. This should be compared with our Eq. (H.1).
The corresponding linear daughter–daughter pseudo-
isochron equation is
ek2sddil−1
ek1sddil−1
¼
R ss
0 ðek2s−1Þe−s=smelt dsR ss
0 ðek1s−1Þe−s=smelt ds
¼ 1−k1smelt
1−k2smelt
 ð1−k2smeltÞe
−ss=smelt þ k2smelt−eðk2smelt−1Þss=smelt
ð1−k1smeltÞe−ss=smelt þ k1smelt−eðk1smelt−1Þss=smelt ;
ðJ:17Þ
which is precisely the daughter–daughter pseudo-
isochron Eq. (A2–9) of [3]. This should be comparedwith our Eq. (I.1). Furthermore, when τmelt≪τs and
λτmeltb1 Eqs. (J.16) and (J.17) become
ekspdil−1 ¼ ksmelt
1−ksmelt
Zspdil ¼ − 1k logð1−ksmeltÞ; ðJ:18Þ
ek2sddil−1
ek1sddil−1
¼ k2ð1−k1smeltÞ
k1ð1−k2smeltÞ ; ðJ:19Þ
which are the pseudo-isochron Eqs. (A2–6) and (A2–
10) of [3], (31) and (32) of [4], and (7) and (9) of [5].
The corresponding equations in our model are (H.5) and
(I.7). The τmelt≪τs and λτmeltb1 limit is precisely the
same as the conditions for secular equilibrium in [4] and
[5]. [3] explores various other asymptotic regimes for
Eqs. (J.16) and (J.17), as we have for our constant melt
rate equations in Appendices H and I.
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